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20 PEOPLE TO KNOW
New to the Valley or working in homebuilding or home sales? Here's your primer on
well-known residential real estate sector movers and shakers around the area
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Rod Cullum, founder and president of Cullum Homes.
PROVIDED BY CULLUM HOMES

Rod Cullum
Founder/President
Cullum Homes
Named the National Custom Home Builder of the Year by the
National Association of Home Builders in 2019, Scottsdalebased Cullum Homes currently has 38 homes actively under
construction and another 21 either in permitting or in
architectural design.
Rod and Kim Cullum started the company in 1985 at their
dining room table and now have 65 employees, including their
son Brad and daughter Lindsay.
Cullum Homes recently sold the last of its 19 residences in the
Village at Silverleaf, where most of the homes closed above $4
million and many sold for more than $1,000 per square foot.
One of those homes belongs to Rod and Kim — the 14th home
they've built for themselves.
"We are living in the middle of ﬁve houses still under
construction," Rod said. "We love it."
Nearly every morning, Rod heads out his front door for his 7.5mile morning walk — about 100 yards from the ﬁrst tee box —
interrupted by a round of golf.
"I play golf to get my walk in," he said. "I golf in between."
What keeps you up at night? A number of factors that relate to
the current market, including critical material supply shortages
and the inconsistent availability and delivery of those
materials; phenomenal price increases of key materials;
shrinking availability of ﬁnished lots which severely limits our
ability to meet demand for housing; threat of higher taxes and
inﬂation; shifting political climate.
Are we in a housing bubble? We are not in a housing bubble —
quite the opposite. Our lack of ﬁnished lot inventory, combined
with material shortages, labor shortages and swiftly rising
construction costs virtually assures that we will be unable to
met the demand for housing in our market for the foreseeable
future.

+

Michael Ingram, founder, chairman and CEO of El Dorado Holdings Inc. in Scottsdale.
EL DORADO HOLDINGS

Michael Ingram
Founder/Chairman/CEO
El Dorado Holdings Inc.
Controlling 64,000 acres across the Valley, Scottsdale-based El
Dorado Holdings Inc. is one of the largest developers of masterplanned communities in Arizona.
Founding the company in 1987, Ingram saw the residential real
estate market beginning to recover and stabilize a couple of
years ago — then the Covid-19 pandemic created a protracted
period of confusion and conﬂicting signals about which
direction the overall economy and residential real estate market
were going.
Ingram continued to launch new master-planned communities
throughout the Valley, including a build-to-rent product. El
Dorado currently has 174 of these units under construction at its
Spur Cross master-planned community in Queen Creek and just
broke ground on another 200-unit project in the city of
Maricopa. Another 500 units are in various planning stages
throughout metro Phoenix.
Are we in a housing bubble? As long as interest rates stay low, I
think we have a several year run.
What could impact the Valley's current growth market? Again,
a sudden rise in interest rates could squeeze demand, and even
impact buyers under contract, since some buyers are stretching
to qualify for homes as prices increase.

+

Todd Wood, CEO, Christopher Todd Communities.
PROVIDED BY MARK ARNETT

Todd Wood
CEO
Christopher Todd Communities
Born and raised in Salt Lake City, Todd Wood was 10 years old
when he was recruited to work for his grandfather's candy and
ice cream company.
He was told that he would work half days sweeping ﬂoors and
taking out garbage. It wasn't until his ﬁrst day on the job that he
learned that half days were from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
That strong work ethic never let up. He moved to Arizona in
1995 to open a bread baking business that eventually employed
350 people that baked and shipped organic bread products
nationally and internationally.
After selling the company for $120 million in 2015, he founded
Christopher Todd Communities in 2016 to build a hybrid model
of detached, single-family homes within a highly amenitized
rental community. The concept is so popular with renters that
investors are scooping them up and other homebuilders are
getting into the business.
In July 2019, Scottsdale-based Taylor Morrison Home Corp.
(NYSE: TMHC) teamed up with Wood to bring more units to
other parts of the country.
What keeps you up at night? Being a disruptor in any market is
always challenging. We constantly drive ourselves to innovate,
remaining ahead of what others in the industry are doing. One
must stay true to his visions of deep blue oceans.
Greatest challenge in today's market: The three Ls: Labor,
lumber, land.

+

Adam Baugh of Withey Morris
ELAINE KESSLER

Adam Baugh
Partner
Withey Morris PLC
As a land use and zoning attorney for Withey Morris PLC, Adam
Baugh has a knack for problem solving and removing obstacles
that impede development.
He has countless stories of working with homeowners to
address their concerns about a particular project being
proposed in their neighborhoods, somehow managing to allay
their fears and secure zoning approval.
Most recently, he worked on several residential inﬁll sites in the
South Mountain area to address key items, such as equity,
aﬀordability and healthy neighborhoods.
When he ﬁrst takes on a case, it can feel like an impossible
mountain to climb, but has proven the projects he backs not
only are wise land use decisions but also provide community
beneﬁts.
"This can only be achieved through strong relationships with
local community groups, nonproﬁts and area stakeholders," he
said. "Fortunately, we've been able to secure key entitlements
for various multifamily, town home and single-family
communities in what is otherwise a very challenging place to
succeed."
What keeps you up at night? Neighbors — without a doubt.
Anybody can rezone 10,000 acres in the middle of Tonopah, but
try entitling a half-acre inﬁll piece in the middle of Phoenix and
the whole world turns on you. Especially during Covid,
neighbor outreach and citizen engagement has greatly
increased since residents have more access to virtual zoning
hearings and neighbor meetings. The advent of social media
forums and outlets also help neighbors stay informed, more
engaged and ultimately more involved in zoning cases. This, of
course, is a good thing to create even better community
developments, but it really makes me lose a lot of sleep
negotiating through some greater neighborhood challenges.

+

Alan Jones of Lennar Homes
JIM POULIN | PHOENIX BUSINESS JOURNAL

Alan Jones
Arizona division president
Lennar Homes
Since taking over as Arizona division president of Lennar
Homes 15 years ago, Alan Jones' proudest moment was the
successful merger with Cal Atlantic in February 2018.
At the time of the merger, Cal Atlantic in Phoenix was the
largest Cal Atlantic division and closed on more than 1,100
homes in 2017, with Lennar's Phoenix division closing on 900
homes that year. By 2020, the combined entities closed on
about 2,300 homes.
Jones says he's always willing to listen — and act — on
somebody else's idea.
As homebuilders were trying to survive the Great Recession in
2010, Jones was approached by an architect from Las Vegas,
Howard Perlman, who presented a concept of multigenerational
living, where a smaller suite would be connected to the main
house by an interior door, but both areas having their own
front-door access.
"I told Howard, if the municipalities will approve of this
concept, then we're going to do it, but I don't know if they're
going to approve of it," Jones said.
He presented the Next Gen Home concept to the town of
Gilbert, which was approved in September 2011. Since then,
more than 2,100 Next Gen Homes have been sold in metro
Phoenix.
Are we in a housing bubble? We are not in a housing bubble like
Arizona and the rest of the nation experienced in 2006. The
diﬀerence is that in 2006 that housing bubble was largely fueled
by speculation and investors who had no intention of living in
the home, but instead wanted to quickly sell and ﬂip the house
to make a proﬁt. The housing demand we are experiencing
today is from actual homebuyers moving to Phoenix due to a
job or family consideration. Today's homebuyers consider
Phoenix a very desirable, aﬀordable and livable alternative to
where they are now.
What keeps you up at night? The possibility that interest rates
will move up quickly and signiﬁcantly change the number of
buyers that can qualify to buy a home.

+

Joan Levinson of Joan Levinson Realty Group
PROVIDED BY JOAN LEVINSON REALTY GROUP

Joan Levinson
Founder/Principal
Joan Levinson Realty Group
After being named one of "America's Best Realtors" by
Newsweek in 2020 and the top agent in Arizona from 20172020, Joan Levinson has closed $200 million in home sales in
the past 18 weeks.
For more than 30 years, Levinson has specialized in the luxury
market in Paradise Valley. Looking back, she never dreamed she
would be this successful.
After starting out working in the stock market in Philadelphia,
Levinson got her real estate license so she could deduct certain
things as a tax loss by owning her own business. She never
expected to make money — and certainly didn't expect to make
a lot of money right away.
But she's gained a national reputation for knowing the Paradise
Valley luxury market and gets calls from buyers and sellers
asking to represent them.
Studying the market over the past several years, Levinson can
drive down any street in Paradise Valley and rattle oﬀ the
names of the previous home owners.
"It's my business to know everything that's happening as much
as possible," she said.
What keeps you up at night? Finding homes for an excess of
luxury buyers.
What's the greatest opportunity? New home sales remain hot
and highly priced, but some resales remain a good buy —
especially if they are pocket or private listings. Also, truly
unique homes and properties remain in their own category —
for example, I have a new listing that borders Paradise Valley
Country Club on three sides. Properties like that are
irreplaceable and represent a unique market opportunity for the
right buyers.

+

Richard Felker, founder of The Empire Group.

Richard Felker
Founder
The Empire Group
Over the past 40 years, Richard Felker has developed more than
100 projects valued at more than $1 billion.
While starting out in Milwaukee — after owning and operating
furniture and appliance stores for 10 years, Felker has focused
The Empire Group's real estate development in metro Phoenix
for the past 27 years.
His projects have won several awards over the years, including
nine National Awards for Excellence for his projects, including
recognition for Design and Excellence by the Paciﬁc Coast
Builders Conference, Professional Builder Magazine and the
National Association of Realtors.
With plans to build the tallest building in Arizona — to the tune
of $350 million — Empire Group also is making a big splash in
the build-to-rent market, scouting land to develop 40 projects
that will cost more than $1.9 billion to develop.
What keeps you up at night? It's almost a running joke around
our oﬃce that I don't lose sleep when it comes to business. I
really think that we do a good job of managing risk at our ﬁrm,

*

and I've often said that if you lay awake at night worrying about
your business and its investments, then you are over exposed to
market risk.
What could impact the current residential market?
Aﬀordability of housing — plain and simple.

+

Julie Rohr, Realtor associate with Walt Danley Christie's International Real Estate in
Paradise Valley.
PROVIDED BY WALT DANLEY CHRISTIE'S INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE

Julie Rohr
Realtor associate
Walt Danley Christie's International Real Estate
Growing up with a father in residential construction in
Minnesota, Julie Rohr spent her youth surrounded by house
plans.
While starting out in market research and moving into the
nonproﬁt world, Rohr and her family moved to Arizona more
than 16 years ago, where she found her calling in real estate.
With her ﬁrst listing closing in 30 days at more than $2.5 million
in 2012, Rohr quickly ascended to the top 1% of her ﬁeld,
garnering the attention of Walt Danley.
Most recently, Rohr successfully negotiated a $6 million home
sale where the buyer — a high-proﬁle attorney specializing in
litigation — did not want to be represented by a real estate
agent.
"That one tested me big time," she said.
Her strength as a negotiator and her detail-oriented
management style have gotten her over the ﬁnish line.
"I convey to my clients a genuine commitment to getting them
to where they want to be," she said. "And I believe in doing all of
this with a level of humor — buying and selling hoes is stressful.
I'm there to get you to the ﬁnish line."
Are we in a housing bubble? Not like the last time, where we
had jumbo mortgages being handed out to just about anyone. I
always preface my responses to these questions with the
following: none of us has the proverbial crystal ball, we simply
cannot know what the future holds. So many variables come
into play when it comes to the housing market. Having said
that, all current data and indicators suggest that our current
Arizona housing boom should prevail through at least the rest
of the year. If we achieved a more balanced inventory as it
relates to demand, we may see a slight bend toward a balanced
market.
What is the greatest challenge in today's market? Finding
homes for all the people who want them here.

+

John Bradley, president of Brookfield Residential’s Arizona market.
JIM POULIN | PHOENIX BUSINESS JOURNAL

John Bradley
Arizona market president
Brookﬁeld Residential Properties Inc.
As president of the Arizona division for Brookﬁeld Residential
Properties Inc., John Bradley has been on a roll since the
company entered the Arizona market in May 2012.
Since that time, Brookﬁeld has acquired a 50% ownership in the
3,200-acre Eastmark community with DMB, and currently
manages the project. The company also has acquired a 50%
ownership in several other master-planned communities,
including the 800-acre Vista Verde and the 424-acre Harvest
QC.
While the company is in the middle of developing the 1,100acre Alamar community in Avondale, its biggest project is on
the horizon — a 2,783-acre state land parcel that Brookﬁeld and
D.R. Horton bid on jointly last fall.
Paying $177 million over the appraised value of $68 million for
the parcel, Brookﬁeld and D.R. Horton Inc. will develop a
master-planned community called Superstition Vistas, which
eventually will boast more than 10,000 homes and nearly
30,000 residents upon completion.
What keeps you up at night? Interest rates, aﬀordability, the
Fed's management of interest rates and quantitative easing and
the construction labor/materials constraints.
The greatest opportunity in today's market: Quality
development. A well designed/executed community will create
distinctly better places to live and work — like Eastmark and
Alamar.

+

John Graham of Sunbelt Holdings
PROVIDED BY VALLEY LEADERSHIP

John Graham
Chairman/CEO
Sunbelt Holdings Inc.
After joining Sunbelt Holdings Inc. in 1982, John Graham
became president in 1990, later adding the board chair role in
2019.
He also serves on boards of 20 organizations, including banks
and nonproﬁts. Last August, FirstBank, one of the nation's
largest privately held banks, appointed Graham as its newest
board member.
In 2020, Phoenix City Council gave Sunbelt Holdings the green
light to develop a highly controversial apartment community on
the parking lot at the Phoenix Country Club at the northeast
corner of Seventh Street and Thomas Road. Then in January,
the Scottsdale-based developer also was tapped to lead a major
10 million-square-foot expansion at Wild Horse Pass.
Graham said he's thankful for ﬂourishing through the
coronavirus pandemic.
"This includes not only our business, but we have been able to
be part of assisting many organizations in transitioning through
a diﬃcult 18 months," he said.
What keeps you up at night? Cost escalation and impact on
housing aﬀordability and traveling through uncharted territory
in the ﬁnancial markets.
Are we in a housing bubble? Steady, foreseeable demand would
suggest that we are not in a bubble. But that assumes some
predictability/stability in construction material pricing. Rapidly
increasing costs could lead to issues that would not otherwise
be present, given the solid demand.

+

Scott Grigg, founder of The Grigg's Group.
PROVIDED BY THE GRIGG'S GROUP

Scott Grigg
Founder/Principal
The Grigg's Group
A Phoenix native, Scott Grigg formed The Grigg's Group in
2009, creating a niche in the luxury home market in Paradise
Valley, Scottsdale, Arcadia and the Biltmore area.
Selling over $1 billion of real estate, Grigg ranks in the top of 1%
of luxury Realtors year after year. In 2020, he sold $88.3 million
in homes, surpassing the $84.3 million he sold in 2019.
"Growing so much amidst a global pandemic alone was truly
surprising," he said, adding that the average price point of
homes sold during the pandemic was $1.4 million.
"I live for real estate," he said. "It's a 24/7 activity for me."
What keeps you up at night? Deals that linger. In a typical week
we are negotiating $4 million to $5 million deals at a time.
Fortunately, most of them come together. However, it is the few
that don't, which cause sleepless nights. There is so much on
the line for our clients, so we always want to make sure the deal
works out in a timely manner as possible.
Are we in a housing bubble? No, not at all. Last year alone, there
were just over 28,000 new home permits pulled for the
Maricopa County area. Historically, the Valley's demand is a
little over 32,000 homes a year. Yet in the last 10 years there has
been less than 150,000 homes built — averaging 15,000 homes
per year. This year, we are forecasted for a little over 30,000
homes, due to rapid expansion and demand, including people
moving here from other states. Thankfully, Arizona has plenty
of room to grow.

+

Doug Fulton of Fulton Homes
UNKNOWN

Doug Fulton
CEO
Fulton Homes
Born and raised in Tempe, Doug Fulton served as president of a
30-store retail chain called Eagleson's Big & Tall his father Ira
Fulton had owned in Los Angeles.
After running that from 1988 to 1996, he took over Tempebased Fulton Homes, which his father founded in 1975. First
serving as president, Fulton took over as CEO in 2008.
Fulton currently serves as a national director and area president
of the Mid-California Coastal region and special adviser to the
president of Navy League of the United States. He also is a
special deputy for the Maricopa County Sheriﬀ's Oﬃce, serving
as an on-call ﬁrst responder helicopter pilot for search and
rescue missions throughout the county.
The Fulton family has a long history of philanthropic
endeavors, including many at Arizona State University, where
the engineering school is named after Ira Fulton and the ASU
college of education is named after his wife, Mary Lou.
In 2016, Doug Fulton was named a trustee of ASU, a group ASU
President Michael Crow formed in 2013 to advise the university
on philanthropic opportunities and new resources.
Proudest achievement in past two years: Successfully securing
over 6,500 home sites for future development and over 4,000
additional lots in the hopper.
Greatest challenges in today's market: Availability of aﬀordable
housing — this includes resale and new homes.
+

Josh Hartmann, CEO of Phoenix-based NexMetro Communities.
PROVIDED BY NEXMETRO COMMUNITIES

Josh Hartmann
CEO
NexMetro Communities
Josh Hartmann has been on the ground ﬂoor of introducing the
build-to-rent concept to metro Phoenix.
This hybrid model of detached single-family homes in a rental
community started in Tucson when the founders of NexMetro
built their ﬁrst community in 2010.
When he interviewed for the company and visited those unique
communities in 2010, it was something he had never seen in his
20 years in the homebuilding industry.
NexMetro was formed in 2012 and Hartmann was the ﬁrst
employee in 2013. By January 2019, he was named CEO.
What keeps you up at night? The unanswerable questions
about when and how this current wave of real estate boom will
change direction. We just don't know what we don't know.
Having been in the homebuilding business during the global
ﬁnancial crisis and now in the multifamily business during a
pandemic, what I do know is the future is unpredictable.
What could impact the Valley market? Real estate's impact on
the U.S. economy can never be overstated. There are a number
of factors that can inﬂuence prices, availability and investment
potential — from interest rates and prices to demographics and
government policies.

+

RL Brown of Home Builders Marketing.
JIM POULIN | PHOENIX BUSINESS JOURNAL

RL Brown
Founder/CEO
Home Builders Marketing Inc.
For more than 20 years, RL Brown has provided comprehensive
housing market data and market analysis across Arizona and
other markets.
After 20 years in the homebuilding industry, Brown founded
Home Builders Marketing Inc. in 1982 with the goal of providing
housing market information and analysis to help housing
professionals make informed decisions.
He is a past chairman of the Governor's Advisory Real Estate
Board, successor to the Arizona Real Estate Commission and is
considered the guru of metro Phoenix new housing.
Are we in a housing bubble? We don't see the signs that we are
in a bubble. We have personally chronicled and analyzed this
marketplace for the last 36 years through boom and bust. If
anything, we are in a period of strong "real" demand for housing
and to date the industry has been short of meeting that
demand. That may change over time, but to date we are
nowhere near the point in spite of the cacophony of doom and
gloom being preached by some.
What is the greatest challenge in today's market? Water
availability and the reaction to pending real and imaged
shortages of water for future development activity could
change the potential for even near-term overall development in
the region. We must have sound and balanced non-political
water policy to have the kind of economic and housing growth
that is possible for the region.

+

Sheryl Palmer of Scottsdale-based Taylor Morrison Home Corp.
PROVIDED BY TAYLOR MORRISON HOME CORP.

Sheryl Palmer
Chairman/CEO
Taylor Morrison Home Corp.
Since taking Taylor Morrison Home Corp. public in 2013, Sheryl
Palmer has led acquisitions of six other homebuilders,
including the $2.4 billion purchase of Newport Beach,
California-based William Lyon Homes in 2020.
Also, in 2020, Palmer was selected as the Phoenix Business
Journal's reader's choice winner for Businessperson of the Year
in an online vote. The Scottsdale-based company was named
America's Most Trusted Home Builder for the sixth consecutive
year by Lifestory Research, recognized as Builder Magazine's
2020 Builder of the Year and named one of the World's Most
Admired Companies by Fortunate Magazine in 2019 and 2020.
Palmer currently serves as chair of the Building Talent
Foundation, an organization that partners with homebuilders to
address the vast trade labor shortage.
"Our people-ﬁrst culture is the DNA of Taylor Morrison and a
point of pride I believe diﬀerentiates us within our industry,"
she said.
What keeps you up at night? Acquiring new land and keeping
our land strategies at the forefront of the business is a
challenge. You always feel like you need to ﬁnd that next piece
of land, and in today's market, it is even more vital. We remain
disciplined to acquire land where we see opportunities to drive
proﬁtable growth and transform areas into vibrant communities
for our customers.
Are we in a housing bubble? What we are experiencing today
does diﬀer from the risks of the housing bubble in 2007 as the
remarkable housing demand is coming mostly from owneroccupants rather than investors. While it is hard to predict how
long today's market will continue, there are improved processes
in place for potential industry shifts.

+

Jordan Rose of Rose Law Group.
ROSE LAW GROUP

Jordan Rose
Founder
Rose Law Group PC
After starting Rose Law Group in 2000 — originally leasing space
in another lawyer's storage room — Jordan Rose has grown the
Scottsdale-based ﬁrm to the largest woman-owned law ﬁrm in
Arizona.
She represents most of the publicly traded homebuilders doing
business in Arizona in their land use issues, winning some of
the most complicated zoning cases in the Valley.
One of her biggest deals lately was gaining zoning approval for
more than 1,000 acres of dairy land in Mesa that will be
developed as a mixed-use master plan.
What keeps you up at night? I am paid to worry for people and I
don't really like to sleep much so I am oddly happy too often be
up trying to solve someone's problem.
Are we in a housing bubble? No, because the homebuyers this
time around are legitimate buyers who have actual money to
aﬀord the home they are purchasing. This is a real actual
demand, with real buyers, with real money to spend backing up
the market so this is not a bust waiting to happen.

+

Tyler Anderson of CBRE Group
PROVIDED BY LELAND GEBHARDT PHOTOGRAPHY

Tyler Anderson
Vice chairman
CBRE Group Inc.
Tyler Anderson started with CBRE when it was known as
Coldwell Banker in 1983 as a runner, working for senior brokers
before he started ﬁnding his own deal opportunities and
working with clients.
Anderson was named vice chairman in 2006 and is nationally
recognized for his expertise in multifamily assets. Over his
career, he has been involved in the sale of more than 300,000
apartment units valued at more than $32 billion in Arizona.
In 2020 alone, his multifamily team closed on $2.3 billion of
apartments in Arizona, with more than $1 billion so far this year.
"Our team has been the No. 1 multifamily investment sales team
in Arizona for over 25 years," he said.
What keeps you up at night? Late dinners and spicy foods.
Are we in a housing bubble? The strong household formation is
outpacing supply of housing, which will continue.

+

Kyle McDonough, principal, Tower Capital.
PROVIDED BY TOWER CAPITAL

Kyle McDonough
Principal
Tower Capital
Before founding Tower Capital LLC in March 2015, Kyle
McDonough spent four years at Artemis Realty Capital LLC,
where he served as director and member of the investment
committee.
During that time, he was involved in the execution of more than
$165 million in investments for Artemis, which included
funding more than 6,500 value-add multifamily units in the
southwestern U.S.
This year, Tower Capital hit $1.5 billion in total origination
volume.
"We have reached that level of success through well-timed,
structured ﬁnancing solutions that enable owners to achieve
their investment goals with the least amount of time, energy
and cost, while creating surety of execution and peace of mind,"
he said.
Lately, Tower Capital has been helping builders secure
ﬁnancing in the rapidly growing build-to-rent market, closing
more than $400 million in ﬁnancing transactions in the BTR
industry, with another $1 billion of projects in the pipeline in
Arizona and four other states.
Are we in a housing bubble? No, I don't believe we are in a
bubble that's over inﬂated. We actually have a supply problem,
simply because there were not enough homes built over the
past decade while more people continued to move to Arizona.
The inﬂux of new residents has supported robust demand for
housing, rental growth and single-family home appreciation.

+

Nate Nathan, founder of Nathan & Associates Inc.
PROVIDED BY NATHAN & ASSOCIATES

Nate Nathan
Founder/Designated broker
Nathan & Associates Inc.
A Chicago native, Nate Nathan made Arizona his home after
graduating from Arizona State University in 1976, concentrating
his career in the southeast Valley.
In December 1980, he started his own land brokerage ﬁrm,
Nathan & Associates Inc., brokering thousands of acres of land
for master-planned communities and various other projects
throughout Arizona. By 2014, he opened an oﬃce in southern
California.
An active member of the Urban Land Institute, Nathan serves
on the ULI Community Development Council, and also is a
member of Lambda Alpha International, the Home Builders
Association of Central Arizona, Valley Partnership and several
other organizations.
One of the most fascinating periods of his 43 years of selling real
estate was during the ﬁrst ﬁve weeks of the coronavirus
pandemic, when he renegotiated every transaction.
Are we in a housing bubble? We are not in a housing bubble.
The world has changed for the state of Arizona over the past
several years. For all of the obvious reasons, the state of Arizona
is going to reap the beneﬁts of the incredible business
environment and living environment that we all enjoy.
Companies will continue to move here and change the
dynamics of our economic diversity.
The greatest opportunity in today's market: Realizing that
historical growth patterns have changed and accepting the new
emerging housing markets in what have historically been
outlying areas. San Tan Valley, Casa Grande, Eloy, Coolidge,
Florence, Maricopa, west of the White Tanks, Sun Valley
Corridor and Grand Avenue are going to be our future growth
areas.

+

Thomas Brophy of Colliers International
PROVIDED BY MARKUS KELSCH

Thomas Brophy
Research director
Colliers International
Thomas Brophy has spent more than 20 years in real estate and
related ﬁelds, mainly focusing on market research and
multifamily and land development.
After serving as research director at ABI Multifamily in Phoenix,
Brophy was selected in January 2019 to take the research
director position for Colliers International.
"Data without context is like a light without a bulb, a market
without a narrative or an explanation without a common
reference point," he said. "Data is but a guide to asking better
questions; better questions lead to greater understanding,
which generally lead to better results."
In this new era of big data, we have reached peak data overload,
he said.
"Knowledge is a derivative of information; wisdom,
knowledge's ultimate abstract, can only be gained when
tethered to and guided by past experience," he said.
Are we in a housing bubble? From a traditional economic
perspective, speciﬁcally looking at real estate supply/demand,
no, we are not in a bubble. However, when looking at market
distortions as a result of near-constant government
intervention/support for the past 13-plus years, and
exponentially over the last two, the question of bubbles then
expands to everything.
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